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PREFACE 

THIS PoPULAR EDITION of the Census ~eport has been b~ught out in response to the 

public delll;and for a. book at a. price within the reach of all. It differs in no way from the .. 

Report in the STANDARD EDITION, and conta.ius all the matter, except the Appendices which 

are either too technical or are intended for those who want to know more details about particular 

subjects. This volume, it will be observed, is self-contained-the Tables at the end giving nil the 

essential statistics-and obviates the necessity for referring to the Imperial or other Tables. The 

attention of the student who desires greater details is, however, invited in the appropriate places 

to the relevant . Tables appearing in Volumes II, IV and V of the Census Report published 

sep.arately! Many maps and diagrams have been included to elucidate and amplify· the Report, 

No pruns have been spared to make the Report as interesting as possible to the layman i and its 

brevity may ·be a recommendation. The photographs, it is hoped, will be an added attraction. 
' . 

I shall be satisfied if this volume will help the reader to understand Mysore better and induce every 

Mysorean to do hib•little bit to improve the country in every respect. ,. 

' 
P. H. KRISHNA RAO 



FOREWORD 

OUT of my team ,of about thirty census officers, 
Mr. Krishna Rao was almo!!t the first I met and 
with whom I was able to have full discussions 

and I recall how quickly the rail journey · between 
Bangalore and Mysore 
seemed to pass
although that is not a 
line of record beaters. 

Thus he was one 
of the fi~t to hear 
my plans for the 1941 
cemms, as he has been 
one of the most assi
duous and efficient in 
applying them ; and 
it is therefore only 
appropriate that I 
should offer a brief 
FOREWORD to t.his 
venture which repre
sents a direct expres
sion of these purposes. 

to produce palatability. Mr. Krishna Rao has· ahown 
that the two are not incompatible • 

. The All-India Census ia one of this country's most 
remarkable achievementa, meriting in every sense that 

much abused adjectivs > 
"unique••; for t.here 1 

i~t nothing like it any
where else. Nowhere 
bas a pop~lation of 
such magnitude been 
the aubjectofaregular 
ten-yearly count going 
back now seventy 
yea1'8; and nowhere 
is the counting done, 
by and large, by the 
people the mae 1 vee 
without pay. This 
wttonishing feat is 
grcaUy to the credit 
of India and repre8ents 
from one point of view 

And my first com
ment iq to expre&~ my 
appreciation· -of the 
trou hle he has taken 
to give effect to these 
purposes whiph I put 
before my census 
team. In this elegant 
book he has tried to 
take the State in a 
single view, to bring 
out the salient points 
and also continuities, 
and above all, to make 

Mn. M. W. W. M. YEATTS, C.I.E., I.C.S., 

a most advanced posi
tion in which the peo
ple themselves carry 
by judicious distribu
tion of effort an 
important social duty 
on which the adminis
tration of t b e i r 
country to a large 
extent d e p e n d e • 
People are apt to be 
dazzled by size and 
.:we ·know the point of 
view that feels that a 

Cennn CotmnissiotUr for India. 

accessible a picture of this famous and important unit 
of India as an organism rather than as a statistical 
item. Illustrations, get-up, references, format, every
thing make this a book of which it might be said that 
it combines basic information with the qualities which 
in Sir Philip Sidney'E words 'keep children from play 
and old men from the chimney corner'. Too long 
etatist.ical production.e have been regarded as some
thing inevitably indigest.ible without apparent effort 

census costing fort.y million dollars must be a better 
thing than eomething which cosbt half a crorc of rupees, 
or say 1;'25. That ie the ratio between the American 
and the Indian cell8uaes. But cost or si.ze is not a . , 
final criterion in administrative any more than it is in 
human. relatjons and there seems to be some thing of 
grent and precious significance in the largely, .uncon
scious principle which so far has governed th~ Indian 
census~ namely, that it is o. big Phow for a n~t very 

a 
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wealthy country and that therefore the job is distri- . vary with the nature o£ that government itself, but 
huted, everyone taking his appropriate share ; with there is, to use scientific language, a critical minimum 
the result that one-fifth of the population of the world ' below which he cannot go i£ a true democratic 
is enumerated at a coat of something like nine rupees a · polity is to exist. It is one , of the contradictions 
thousand, all in. I would like to see this realised by of the modern world that the advance of science, 
everyone, first because of the tribute it· c?uveys to knowledge and processes can lead to a great~r parti- · 
the people of India and second, eo that the people of cipation by the citizen hut so far has seemed to · 
India will not through incuria let so distinguished a. tend to a less ; with the outcome of totalitarian 
system perish. For do not mistake ; nothing is proof regimes and our present misfortunes. The active mind 
against neglect, and admini.Ptrative ma.Chinery is very is like the oxygen which provides the proper atmos
Iike factory machinery in that sense. \ pbere for life; it is a pre-requisite for persistence of 

Consequently, since the citizen plays so great a the democratic idea. It is not necessary for a hundred 
role in any census inasmuch as it is his answers wltich per cent of the people to think for themselves and 
are recorded ; since moreover, as compared with other act on their thoughts. The bulk of mankind is not 
countries, he plays a fir greater part in India where . qualified for that. But if the requisite proportion 
he furnishes unpaid the great mass of the enumerators does, their in.Buence makes the atmosphere whole
and supervising staff; . it follows that to make the some., !fit does not, then' demOcracy will sicken and 
most of this great endeavour the citizen must play up . · ultimately die. 
t<l his part. The democratic tradition requires some And so I am glad to see a PoPULAR EDITION of 
comprehension by the citizen of how he is governed ; the Census Report going out ; for the nearer the 
and that compreheusion requires understanding of the ordinary citizen can get to an understanding of the 
information on which the government proceeds and of processes on which administration is based, the better 
the citizen's part in providing it. In the ideal demo- for all of us. For the best· achievement follows from 
cratic polity, every citizen would be an observer in the thought acting on knowledge and understanding, and 
scientific sense and the daily proces~es of his life would the more we can put the citizen on the road to the 
throw up in a regular ~equence the information which, last points, the better are the prospects for the kind of 
when cast into appropriate fornt. presents his govern- achievement in mind. "More light" is a good motto
ment with the facts it needs. In such a polity he is in particularly in a world darkened mentnlly as well:u. in 
fact part of the government. Exactly how much, will some parts physically by war. 

M. w. w. M. YEATTS 
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"His late Highness the Maharaja of Mysore was a personality whose accomplish· 
! . 

ments would have won distinction In any walk of life. As a Ruler, the man}ler In 

which he
1
dlscharge1 the responsibilities of hi.s great position, his close .. interest In 

the welfa're of his subjects, his zeal for progress, for the advancement of justice, 

for the Jevelopment of a higher sense of civic duty, and the simplicity of his mode 

of life, J1 of them Impressed deeply thos..e of ut who had the privilege of his friend· 

ship and who had been able to see him in his own State; and the ~xample which 
,I 

he set enhanced the prestige of the Princely Order not .only In. this country but I . . 
far be'yo~d its borders. " 

-LORD LINLITHGOW. 



H~S HIGHNESS SRI ~RfSHNARAJA WA.DIYAil BAHADUB, ~ .C.S.I., G.B.E., 

~AluAAJA OF MYSORE (1902-1940) 



INTRODUCTION 

THIS Census was taken on lst March 1941. The in the Abstracts, and it is necessary that the.qe should 
numerous enquiries that were received during be brought up-to-date. I have had to addt'tl..'IS the 
the Census operations indicated two things-the several Heads of Departments, therefore, to give me 

gro11iog interest that the intelligentsia are taking in annual figures up to 1940. I should like to acknow· 
the collection of statistics, and the very general desire ledge here my indebtedness to them for having readily 
that opportunity should be taken of the Census that complied with my requests. 
comes only once in ten years, to gather as much reliable The statistical needs of a progre&rive country like 
data as possible. Among the innovations introduced Mysore are ever expanding. Hence it was that the 
in this Census to meet this desire may be mentioned: statistics in the Abstract for 1915 were found inade
(1) the taking of a Census of Industrial Employment quate in 1921 and 1926. I find that these atat.iatics, 
in the State, (2) a survey of the house-room available too, have to be amplified further to serve our pre~ent
for each family in urban areas, (3) ascertaining the day needs. Information, even approxiwat<Jly correct, 
number of cattle and their distribution in the two is not available for iostnnce, about agriculturul anu 
Citiesofl\:Iysore and Bangalore, (4) a Census of begglll'll industrial production. It is time that effective steps 
in the same two Cities, (5) the inclusion of a linguistic are taken to remedy this grave defect if we want to 
map of the territories where Kannada is the principal have a comprehensive policy, a plan, and an organi
mother-tongue, (6) the amplification of the Village sation for the development of the country. It would 
Tables to show the number of persons vaccinated and be necessary to have, as in all progressive countrie.~, a 
literate ; and. the medical, educational and drinking permanent statistical department to determine the 
water facilities in .each village, and (7)' the addition of kind of statistics that would be required by the student 
tables to show ·the distribution of the popnlation in and the administrator in an ever-changing world, to 
each .town according to literacy, caste, occupation and collect them from the several departments of Govern· 
cottage industries. ment and other sources, and rheck and compile them, 

The four Cities are also dealt with separately for and bring out an annual publication in the quickest 
the first time in Appendix I in which are also incorpo· possible time after the close of the year. Even the 
rated the results of the survey of the housing conditions taking of the population Census once in ten years may 
and of the cattle census. The report on the census of well he made part of the duties of this permanent 
beggars is printed as Appendix II, and the report on department and it may be possible, ultimately, with · 
the cenms of Industrial Establishments as Appendix the help of such a permanent organisation, even to 
VI. The taking of an Economic Census as part of the dispense with the taking of the decennial Census, as 
general Cens'.ls was considered and given up a!! it was it would be part of its duties to keep the population 
thought that an. economic survey of individual wealth figures up-to-date from year to year. The belated 
and individual income may wait until we have a fairly publication of statistical information, by different 
reliable estimate of the wealth and income of the com- departments-in many cases irreconcilable-at long 
muuity as a whole. Governn'lent, however, ordered the and uncertain intervals, is not. very useful. 
Economic Survey of about 260 representative villages In the absence of such an organization, the Census 
all over the State. · The results of the population CensJiil would be a very good opportunity for taking stock of 
are studied in the meanwhile against a historical and a country's progress. The establishment of a settled 
economic background on the data already available. Government in the country from 1831 ; the develop· 

These data are contained in the second edition of ment of communications and the impro1·emcnt of tanks 
the Mysore Gazetteer by Lewis Rice, where statistics are between 1831 and 1881 ; the stabilisation of the Gold 
brought up to 1895; the revised edition of the Gazetteer llfining Industry in ·1891; the inauguration. of the 
by Rajacharita Visarada Rao Bahadur C. Hayavadana Hydro-electric Scheme in 1901; the Kriahnarajosagara, 
Rao, . bringing the facts up to· 1924; the Statistical . the Iron Works, the Mysore Bank, the Mysore Uuiver
Abstracts of Mysore published in 1915, 1921 and 1926; · sity, the Economic Conference, the departments of 
the available Season· and Crop Reports ; the Reviews · Agriculture, and Industries and Commerce, the Village 
of the Foreigu Rail-borne Trade of Mysore and other Improvement Scheme-all of which came into being 
publications of the Industries and Commerce Depart- between the yelll'll 1911-1921; world events like the 
ment; and the annual Adruinistration Repor.tAl of other Great War of 1914-1918; the industrial policy of our 
Departments ... The statistics in a· collected ·form are Government and the improvement of Towns and Cities 
available only up to 1923-24, both in the' Gazetteer and in recent years; the policy of economic self-sufficiency 
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pursued by some of the nations, with th~ .five-year that they are mine and that they in no way commit 
and ten-year plans consequent on sue~ policies ; t~e Government to them. The experience gained as a 
post-war boom and the great depression ,that set m member of the Mysore Civil Service in practically all 
after 1931- have all affected as much, if not more the Departments of Government and in all the Districts 
the prosperity and efficiency of our population, as of the State stood me in good stead in my Census work. 
the Great Famine of 1877-78 or the First Plague of The most valuable part of this experience, I consider, 
1898-99 or the In:Huenza of 1919 affected its growth was the contact I established with officials and non
and distribution. The Census Report cannot take the officials alike. This gave a personal touch to , our 
one into account and leave the other out. The rapid relationship as Census Officers ; and the demands that 
development of communications has made of the whole I made for much additional information during this 
world one country from an economic point of view, Census were most williugly met not only by the Heads 
in spite of political and economic barriers, and the of Departments, Deputy Commissioners and other 
great cataclysm we are going through may itself be a · Officers of Government, but by school masters, village 
stage in the evolution of a world state. Some aspects officials and non-official gentlemen who, as Enumerators 
of the development in M}'!'ore have had to be considered and Supervisors, gave readily of their voluntary service. 
therefore in an All-India setting, and this Census The success of the Census is, in a. large measure, due to 

· Report describer not only the growth and distribution their co-operation. Especially valuable was the Econo
of the population, but the progress the country has mic Survey. It took me to the remotest villages and 
made since 1881-the year which marked the Rendition brought me into touch with the every-day life of the 
of the State to Indian Rule-in developing its resources villager .. This work woUld have been impossible but for 
and in improving the health, education and efficiency the spirit of service which was evinced by the Investi· 
of the people; This, I am aware, is a new orientation gator. Deputy Commissioners took particular care 
of the object of the Census; but I hope the results to choote only such villages as had intelligent, enthu
would justifY the change in the method of presentation. siastic and influential Investigators and I must say that 

In accordance with this plan, there is first a general the Investigators have mostly justified their selection. 
description of the country, its people and history ; the I hav~ studiously abstained from making any com
body of the Report records the growth, distribution ments which may savour of politics, but I have con· 
and. composition of the population and deals in detail sidered it as part of my duty to present statistics which 
with the progress-social, economic and cultural-made have a bearing on political problems. Readers will 
by the population from 1881 to 1941, but with parti· no doubt draw their own conclusious, while, perusing 
cular reference to the last decade; and the res!lfne the paragraphs on the economic conditions in Mysore, 
records the conclusions drawn from discussionS in the as to how far they are bound up with the destinies of 
Report and suggests certain remedies. India, and how these in turn, are affected by the indus-

This procedure has entailed much more labour than trial and ·financial policy,-including· exchange, cur
l anticipated. I have had to consider the whole Report rency, and cnstoms,:-Of the Government of India and 
in perspective, bring a sense' of proportion to bear on the British Government. Much of what I have. dis
the several subjects dealt with, and endeavour to cussed may appear to be obsolete, · considering the 
make of it an organic whole so that it may flow from speed at which events ar.e moving in the world. ·There 
paragraph to paragraph and section to section in a have been instances of' even high-paid officials belittling · 
way to interest not only the expert and the student of the idea of writing such a thing as a' Census Report in 
statistics but the layman· who is interested in the these days when the most vital issues are at stake. But 
country. With the same end in view, I have not this Government has proceeded with the task on hand 
burdened the report with too many tables or with too in the firm belief that; whatever happens, the Census 
many explanations or comments on tables ; and even l!,jlport will, at least, serve as a true picture of the 
the few tables that were found necessary have been conditions existing in 1941. . 
:relegated to the end of the Report, so that the continuity The books that I have consqlted in the preparation 
of the Essay may not be broken. I have also tried of this Report are given in a Bibliography at the end. 
~ make the Report as brief as possible so as not to I must acknowledge my indebtedness particularly to 
tire th~ reader ; but I have provided maps and diagrams the inspiring speeches of the late Maharaja with their 
where 1t was ~ho~ght they would be more helpful than judicious advice and admonition to his subjects, and 
lengthy descnptions. The more studious reader will to the speeches of Sir. M. Visvesvaraya and Sir Mirza 
find ample material for study in the usual tables which M. Ismail, permeated . with a high . sense of patriotism. 
~.,.!!~lished separately in Parts II, IV and V of the. I have drawn largely on the Mysore Gazetteer both 
~~yv•• by Mr. Rice and by Mr. Hayavadana Rao, for the 

It has been my .endeavour to be objective in my general ~e~cription. and the historical background, on 
approach to the subject, and I have therefore avoided the sta.ttsttcs published by the Governn~ent in the 
35 far as possible, obtruding my personal views. But Statistical Abstracts and on the Administration Reports 
where I have had to express them, I need hardly say, of t.he several Departments. Social Service in India-
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an introduction to some sociaf and economic problems 
of the Indian People-edited by Sir Edward Blunt and 
published by His Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 
has been of very great help to me in presenting my 
Report in the proper Indian setting. The Chapters 
contributed by :Major-General Sir John Megaw on 
:Medicine and Public Health, by Sir George Anderson 
on Education and by Sir Frank Noyce on Industries, 
have been specially helpful. Other books that I have 
found of considerable help are ThePopulation Problem, 
as discussed by T. H. Ma:rshall, Prof. A. M. Carr
Saunders, H. D. Henderson, R. R. Kuczynski and 
Prof. Arnold Plant, published by George Allen and 
Unwin, Ltd., and Indut-'s Teeming MiUi<ms by 
Prof. Gyan ·Chand, Professor of Economics, Patna 
University. · · 

I have been very ably assisted in my task by my 
tWo Assistants Mr. S. Nagappa and M.r. T. Shamanna. 
M.r. S. Nagappa was one of the Assistants in the last 
Census and his past e:x:perience was of great help in 
organising the Census Office and the Census operations. 
He brought to bear upon his work not only his 1..'1low
ledge but a willing enthusiasm and a painstaking 
industry which went thoroughly into every detail. I 
am glad Mr. T. Shamanna was selected as the Second 
Assistant. He is young, energetic and intelligent and 
has shown a keen desire to master the intricacies of 
the Census. He will serve as a very good link between 
this Census and the next and I have no doubt that the 
e:x:perience he has gained now, coupled with his initiative, 
will make him a good Census Officer. My establishment 
worked with commendable zeal an~ industry throughout. 
l\fr. R. M. Vancheswa:ra Iyer, B.A., my Office 
Manager, conducted the work of the office very effici
ently and evinced a great deal of interest in the Census 
work in all its branches. Mr. K: Sita:rama Rao, my 
steno-typist, bore the brunt of typing work and assisted 
me in the prepa:ration of notes and drafts of reports. 
Mr. H. A. Subramanya Sastri, B.sc., Head Clerk of the 
Abstraction Office and Mr. V. Seshacha:r, B.A., 
Accountant, Central Office, discha:rged their strenuous 
duties ungrudgingly. Mr. G., Nanjundiah, B.A., In-. 
spector, whom I selected on account of his past experi
ence of Census work, amply justified my selection by 
his unostentatious and steady good work. He super
vised sorting, compilation and printing work and his 

skilful management of the printing of Census Tables · 
resulted in appreciable economy. Mr. V. C. Simon, 
one of the Compilers, prepared the maps and diagrams 
to my entire satisfaction. All the Supervisors and 
Compilers did good work and the e:x:cellent 'll'ork turned 
out by Messrs. K. Gururnyacha:r, B.A., K. H. Sriuivasa 
Murthy, M.Sc. and M. Madhava Rao, a.sc. (Hous.), 
deserves special mention. I a1n equally sensible of the 
good work of the other officialij both of the Central and 
of the Abstraction Offices. 

I must thank Rajasevas,xkta B. M. Sriknntin, M.A., 
B.L., Professor of English and Knnnada (rotired), Uni
versity of Mysore, who has contributed a note on the 
development of Kannada Literature, printed as 
Appendix: V; ~Ir. K. B. Madhnva, M.A., F.R.A.s., A.I.A. 

(Lond.), Professor of Mat·h~matical Economics 11n(l 
Statistics, l\Iaha:raja's College, Mysore, who has contri
buted a note on Fertility Statistics, publishecl ns 
Appendix: III; and Mr. E. R. Sunda.ra.rajan, M.A., Super
intendent, Bureau of Vital Statistics, Department of 
Public Health, for his note on the Expectatiou of Life 
in Mysore (Appendix IV), 

The printing work connected with the Census was 
all done in the Government Press and I highly nppre· 
ciate the keen interest evinced and the special efforts 
made by the Superintendent, Mr. B. Krishuaswamy 
Chetty, in getting through the large volume of ·work 
e:x:peditioudy and well. Mr. B. Gopala Iyengar, the 
Sub-Assistant Superintendent, who was in direct charge 
of the work bore our hustling with commendable 
patience and was e:x:tremely helpful with his valuable 
suggestions. . 

I am grateful to Government for giving me this 
opportunity for studying the country. I would he 
failing in my duty if I do not acknowledge at the same 
time' my indebtedness to Mr. M. W. W. M. Yeatts, 
o.I.E., x.c.s., the Census Commissioner for India, who 
very readily advised me and guided me at every stage, 
even after other important duties called him away from 
the Census Office. The notable departure from the 
traditional lengthy report to the handy EsBay is the 
result of his inspiration and guidance. 

I hope that I have made the best use of my opportu
nities and brought out a publication which will give a 
good general idea of Mysore and its people and serve 
as a book of reference for some time to come. 

P. H. KRISHNA RAO 
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